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Abstract— In this paper, we present a new cell model for over-
the-cell routing and a new over-the-cell multi-channel routing
method. In the proposed new cell model, terminals can be placed
arbitrarily on the second layer of a cell so that each cell doesn’t
require the extra routing region on the first layer of a cell to align
terminals. Unlike conventional cell models, some parts of the sec-
ond layer are also utilized for the intra-cell routing in order to re-
duce the chip area. Therefore the size of the proposed cell model
can be smaller than that of conventional cell model.

The proposed method consists of three phases. In order to uti-
lize the proposed cell model, in phase 1, we simultaneously handle
all channels to determine the most effective routing patterns from
the set of possible routing patterns to minimize the chip area. In
phase 2, for the effective routing patterns of nets selected in phase
1, over-the-cell routing nets are selected by a new greedy algo-
rithm considering obstacles on over-the-cells. Finally, the conven-
tional channel routing algorithm is applied for nets unrouted on
over-the-cell. From the experimental results with MCNC bench-
marks, the proposed cell model and algorithm produce smaller
height of layouts as compared to those produced by conventional
cell models and algorithms, and the effectiveness of the proposed
method and cell model was shown.

I Introduction

Over-the-cell channel routing is one of the most effective
methods in standard cell layout design to minimize the chip
area, and many heuristic algorithms have been developed [8,
10, 11, 12, 14]. The basic idea of over-the-cell (in short, OTC)
routing is to use the region over the cells for routing some nets.
Since the number of nets to be routed in the channel is reduced
by routing some nets over the cells, the number of tracks in the
channel is also reduced, resulting the reduction of the chip area.

Efficient utilization of over-the-cell routing regions mainly
depends on a routing model [1]. A cell model specifies the lo-
cations of terminals and Vdd/Gnd busses, the number of metal
layers, and permissibility of vias on OTC regions. Normally,
either two metal layers (M1, M2) or three metal layers (M1,
M2, M3) are available for routing. Vdd/Gnd busses are lo-
cated either in M1 or M2, either inside or outside of a cell.
Usually, the cell models can be classified by the terminal loca-
tion. Based on the terminal location five classes of cell models
have been proposed and associated OTC routers have been de-

TABLE I
Characteristics of cell models.

Model Terminal Vdd/Gnd Feedthrough
BTM boundary(M2) center(M2) M1
CTM center(M2) boundary(M1) M2
MTM middle(M2) boundary(M1) M2
TBC middle(M2) boundary(M1) M2
CCM boundary(M2) center(M1) M2

Model Terminal Obstacles Vias on Routing
alignment on cells cells algorithm

BTM  � � [7, 9]
CTM  � � [21]
MTM  � � [3]
TBC �   [4]
CCM    [16]

veloped [3, 4, 7, 9, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21]. Those five classes of
cell models are: the Boundary Terminal Models (BTM) [7, 9],
the Center Terminal Models (CTM) [21], the Middle Terminal
Models (MTM) [3], the Target Based Cells (TBC) [4], and the
cell model that we have proposed in Ref. [16] (we call this
model the Column-dependent Capacity Model (CCM)). Table
I shows characteristics of cell models and examples of OTC
routing of these cell models, respectively.

In most cell models except the TBC, terminals on the sec-
ond layer of a cell row need to be assigned in line either at the
boundary or the center of a cell row. Then, an extra routing
region on the first layer is generally needed to align terminals.
The extra routing region hinders the minimization of the chip
area. Cell regions with multi-layers have been available for the
OTC routing by the advance of semiconductor technology. It
is desirable to increase the number of intra-cell routing layers
without extending the cell area. This means that we need to use
a part of the second layer as well as on the first layer for intra-
cell routing. In the TBC, although terminals are placed on the
second layer of a cell row arbitrarily, no part of the second layer
is allowed to be used for intra-cell routing.

In this paper, we introduce a new cell model in which ter-
minals are placed on the second layer of a cell row arbitrarily
and a part of the second layer of a cell row is also used for the
intra-cell routing. Since terminals are placed arbitrarily on the
second layer of a cell row, no extra routing region is needed
to align terminals on the first layer for the intra-cell routing.
Since conventional routing algorithms are developed for the
cell models in which terminals are aligned either at the bound-



ary or the center of the second layer, those algorithms can’t be
applied effectively for a new cell model.

In order to utilize the proposed cell model, we develop a new
OTC routing algorithm for the new cell model. The proposed
routing algorithm consists of three phases: (1) Multi-Channel
Net Assignment, (2) Over-the-Cell Routing Considering Ob-
stacles, and (3) Terminal Reassignment and Channel Routing.
In phase 1, we simultaneously handle all channels to determine
the most effective routing patterns from the set of possible rout-
ing patterns to minimize the chip area. We formulate the prob-
lem as the 0-1 integer programming problem and solve it. In
phase 2, for the effective routing patterns selected in phase 1,
OTC routing nets are greedily selected for each track of OTC.
Since the new routing algorithm performs not only routing for
an entire net but also routing for a part of a net, the OTC re-
gion is utilized effectively. In phase 3, a set of nets that aren’t
selected for OTC routing nets in phase 2 is routed in a channel
by using the conventional channel routing method [5].

The proposed algorithm has been implemented in C lan-
guage on a SPARC server 1000 (135MIPS), and has been tested
with several benchmarks. Experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm can achieve results which are in a number
of tracks of 55.1% better than an OTC H-V routing method with
the BTM, 20.2% better than the conventional routing method
in Ref. [21] with the CTM.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce a new cell model and formulate the OTC channel
routing problem. In the Section III, we present a new OTC
algorithm and show experimental results in Section IV. Finally,
in Section V, we conclude this paper.

II Over-the-Cell Channel Routing

A. A New Cell Model

In conventional cell models, since terminals are aligned ei-
ther at the boundary or at the center of the cell row, an intra-cell
routing region on M1 layer is needed as the extra routing region
to align terminals.

In order to eliminate this extra routing region, we propose a
new cell model. Figure 1 shows a new cell model and an asso-
ciated OTC routing, respectively. In the proposed cell model, it
is assumed that three metal layers are available for routing and
that there is a grid for each layer. A column and a track rep-
resent a vertical and a horizontal lines on a grid, respectively.
The routing is performed on a grid. The connection of the same
nets between adjacent layers can be realized by using vias that
can be inserted at any grid point. As the routing model, we as-
sume H-V-H routing in a channel and V-H routing in an OTC
region. In the OTC region, it is assumed that vias are avail-
able. Vdd/Gnd busses are placed in the boundary of M1 layer
of the OTC region. Feedthroughs are placed in M2 layer of
the OTC region. In the conventional cell models, only the M1
layer is used for intra-cell routing. In our model, however, in
order to reduce the chip area further, some parts of M2 layer
are allowed to be used for intra-cell routing. A routing pattern
for intra-cell routing on M2 layer is represented by a rectilinear
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(a) The new cell model.
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Fig. 1. The new cell model and associated OTC routes.

polygon. Such a rectilinear polygon is regarded as obstacles for
the OTC routing.

Terminals can be basically placed arbitrarily on M2 layer of
an OTC. We assume that there exists at most one terminal for
each column and a terminal can be routed vertically by using
the column in which no obstacles exist from the terminal po-
sition to at least one side of boundaries of the cell row. Since
the proposed cell model doesn’t place Vdd/Gnd busses at the
middle of the cell row in M2 layer, a net can cross the OTC re-
gions and can be routed adjacent cell rows. Therefore there are
much degree of the OTC routability in the proposed cell model
than conventional cell models. In other words, since a net has
many OTC routing patterns, we can route a net effectively by
utilizing OTC of the adjacent cell rows in the new cell model.

B. Problem Formulation

We define some terminologies to explain the proposed algo-
rithm. A set of cells forms a cell row in a chip. A set of cell
rows, denoted as R = fr1; r2; � � � ; rkg, is numbered from the
bottom to the top cell rows. Similarly, a channel is a region
between adjacent cell rows, denoted by C = fc0; c1; � � � ; ckg,
which is numbered from bottom to top of a chip. Let the ex-
tended channel ecj 2 EC be the routing region extended
from channel cj to obstacles and/or terminals on the OTCs
of cell rows rj and rj+1. Tracks on a cell row rj are num-
bered from 1 to H according to track by track starting from
the bottommost track, and is denoted by Tj = ft1; t2; � � � ; tHg.
Columns on a cell row rj are numbered from 1 to Lj accord-
ing to column by column starting from the leftmost column.
Then Lmax is the maximum column number of cell rows, that
is, Lmax = max1�j�kLj.

It is assumed that a multi-terminal net is decomposed into a
set of two terminal nets during global routing and a net already
has the channel number to be routed with a conventional chan-



nel routing. The netlist is defined as N = fn1; n2; � � � ; njN j
g.

A set of nets to be routed in a channel cj is defined as Nj =
fn1; n2; � � � ; nqjg. The location of a terminal pl 2 P on a
cell row rj is denoted by triple (xl; tl; j) where xl, tl, and
j are the column, the track, and the row numbers, respec-
tively. A net ni can be denoted by a pair of terminals. The
interval between the left and right terminal column positions
of each net is defined as the segment segi 2 Seg, and the
segment list corresponding to the netlist is defined as Seg =
fseg1; seg2; � � � ; segjN j

g. The horizontal length of the segment
segi is defined as, x length(segi) = r(segi) � l(segi); where
l(segi) and r(segi) are the column numbers of the left and right
terminals of a segment segi, respectively.

Let the top (resp. bottom) OTC routing capacity at the col-
umn x in the cell row rj, denoted as captj(x) (resp. capbj(x)),
be the number of routable tracks between the top channel
boundary cj and a terminal/obstacle that exist at the column
x. If no terminals or obstacles exist at the column x in the
cell row rj , captj(x) and capbj(x) are the half height of the
cell, that is, captj(x) = bH=2c, capbj(x) = dH=2e. Let
cross net(x) be the number of segments crossing the column
x. Then, the local extended channel density dj(x) at the col-
umn x of of a local extended channel ecj is defined as, dj(x) =
maxf0; cross net(x)� (captj(x)+ capbj+1(x))g: The extended
channel density Dj is defined as, Dj = max1�x�L dj(x):
The total extended channel density AD in a chip is defined as,
AD =

Pk

j=0 Dj:Now, we formulate of the OTC multi-channel
routing problem as follows.

[ The Over-the-Cell Multi-Channel Routing Problem ]
Inputs: (1)A netlist N , (2)Obstacles on OTCs, (3)A set of ex-

tended channels EC
Outputs: Routing patterns on the channels and the OTCs
Objective: Minimization of the total number of tracks used for

channel routing
Constraints: Do not violate the layout constraints 2

III An Over-the-Cell Multi-Channel Routing

Algorithm

A. Outline of the Algorithm

The proposed OTC multi-channel routing algorithm consists
of three phases as shown below.

Phase 1: Multi-Channel Net Assignment: Since a terminal
can be located arbitrarily on a cell, the OTC routing capacity
at each column, which is derived from terminal positions, is
not always uniform. In order to utilize all OTC regions of all
cell rows effectively, we perform the multi-channel net assign-
ment that selects the most effective routing pattern from pos-
sible routing patterns utilizing vacant columns, on which there
exist no obstacles/terminals. Since the algorithm takes not only
one routing patterns obtained from a result of global routing but
also some routing pattern obtained by utilizing some channels
(multi-channel) into consideration, whole OTC of all cell rows
can be used effectively. We formulate the problem as the 0-1

integer programming problem and find the most effective rout-
ing patterns of nets with the minimum total extended channel
density.

Phase 2: Over-the-Cell Routing Considering Obstacles:
After phase 1, we obtained a net set Nj to be routed in an ex-
tended channel ecj . The OTC routing algorithm is performed
for each set of netsNj independently. The algorithm constructs
horizontal constraint graphs, and then performs selections of
OTC routing nets greedily for each track tk of an extended
channel ecj. Since the objective of OTC routing is the min-
imization of the extended channel density Dj, it is preferable
to select nets as OTC routing nets such that the extended chan-
nel density Dj is reduced as much as possible.

Phase 3: Terminal Reassignment and Channel Routing:
Phase 3 is performed for nets that have not been routed as OTC
routing nets in phase 2. Firstly, terminals of unrouted nets are
routed to the boundary of a cell row with vertical segments.
Then, since all terminals of unrouted nets are located at the
boundary of a cell row, we can assume that this model is like
the BTM. Next, we apply the conventional greedy three layer
channel routing method[5]. After we have performed the pro-
posed algorithm from phases 1 to 3, OTC channel routing has
been finished. In the following subsections, we describe each
phase in detail.

B. Multi-Channel Net Assignment (Phase 1)

1. The Multi-Channel Net Assignment Problem

We proposed a new cell model in the previous section. If
either terminals or obstacles don’t exist at a column x of a cell
row rj , a net ni can be routed at the adjacent extended channel
ecj or ecj�1 by passing the column x of the cell row rj. In
other word, a net can have another routing patterns in addition
to the routing pattern to be routed in ecj which is determined by
global routing. Although a net can be routed several extended
channels far from ecj , it may make the total wire length of the
net longer. Therefore, if terminals of a net exist in the adjacent
cell rows rj and rj+1, it is assumed that the three routing pat-
terns (within ecj�1; ecj , and ecj+1) are available for the net ni
in maximum (Figure 2 (a)). On the other hand, if terminals of
a net exist in the same cell row rj, it is assumed that the net can
have the four routing patterns (within ecj�2; ecj�1; ecj ; and
ecj+1) in maximum (Figure 2 (b)). We should select the most
effective routing pattern to minimize the total extended channel

(b) four patterns(a)  three patterns

pt1

pt2

pt3

pt1

pt2

pt3

pt4

Fig. 2. Restriction of routing patterns.



densityAD =
Pk

j=0 Dj . We define the selection of the most ef-
fective routing patterns in given possible routing patterns as the
Multi-Channel Net Assignment Problem (MCNAP). In phase 1,
the routing pattern of a net ni for the MCNAP is determined so
as to minimize the total extended channel density AD.

The MCNAP has been shown NP-hard [9]. Therefore, in the
proposed algorithm, the MCNAP is solved by applying the 0-
1 integer linear programming(ILP). In order to formulate the
MCNAP as the 0-1 ILP problem, we need to generate con-
straints concerning with an extended channel density Dj for
each column x of a cell row rj. However, in this case, the
number of constraints will become large. Therefore, in order
to figure out the critical area of an extended channel, we bor-
row an idea of the zone representation [22]. An advantage of
the zone representation is that the number of constraints and
variables of the 0-1 ILP can be reduced.

2. 0-1 Integer Programming Problem Formulation

In the MCNAP, we generate the following three constraints,
(1) the pattern incompatible constraint, (2) the vacant column
constraint, and (3) the zone density constraint.

(1) The Pattern Incompatible Constraint: First, we explain
the pattern incompatible constraint. Figure 3 (a) shows an ex-
ample of the pattern incompatible constraint. It is assumed that
a net ni has mi (in our assumption, mi � 4) routing patterns
denoted by PTi = fpti1; pti2; � � � ; ptimi

g. To route a net with-
out having inconsistency, for each net ni only one routing pat-
tern ptik 2 PTi should be selected. We call this constraint
as the pattern incompatible constraint. It is assumed that a
routing pattern ptik of a net ni corresponds to a variable yik
(yik 2 f0; 1g). If yik = 1, the net ni is routed by the routing
pattern ptik. Otherwise, i.e., yik = 0, the net ni isn’t routed
by the routing pattern ptik. Then the pattern incompatible con-
straint is denoted by,

miX

k=1

yik = 1; 8ni 2 N: (1)

(2) The Vacant Column Constraint: Next, we explain the
vacant column constraint. We define a column xj

l
of cell row

rj with no obstacles/terminals as a vacant column vxjl of a cell
row rj . Now, we introduce a constraint for the vacant column
vx

j

l . As shown in Figure 3 (b), if more than one routing patterns
of nets can be considered at the vacant column vx

j

l , we must
select one of these patterns to route without causing a wire-
short. We call this constraint the vacant column constraint and
denoted by,

X

ni2N

X

ptik which passes vxj
l

yik � 1; 8rj8vx
j

l : (2)

This constraint allows only one net to pass through a vacant
column vxjl . Otherwise, more than one net are routed, making
a wire-short.

(3) The Zone Density Constraint: Finally, we explain the
zone density constraint (Figure 3 (c)). Considering the OTC

pt1

pt2

pt3

pt4

(a) pattern incompatible

pti

ptj

a vacant column

(b) vacant column

zone

Capb(zj
l)

Capt(z
j
l)

H

(c)  zone density

Fig. 3. Constraint of 0-1 ILP.

routing capacities captj(x) and capbj(x) of a cell row rj by a ter-
minal at a column x of a cell row rj , we want to select the most
effective OTC routing patterns so as to minimize the the ex-
tended channel densityDj . To formulate the degree of the con-
tribution of a routing pattern to minimize the extended channel
density Dj, we consider the zone density constraint for each
zone zjl 2 Zj in each ecj . Let H be the number of tracks on an
OTC region. Let PTi(z

j
l ) � PTi be the set of routing patterns

of a net ni in a zone zjl 2 Zj of a ecj. Let Capt(z
j
l ) (resp.

Capb(z
j
l )) be the maximum of captj(x) (resp. capbj(x)) in the

zone zj
l

of the ecj . We have already discussed in Section II that
the OTC routing capacity at a column x of ecj is determined
from captj(x) and capbj(x). The OTC routing capacity of the

zone zjl is determined by Capt(z
j
l ) and Capb(z

j
l ). Therefore,

the zone density constraint is denoted by,

X

ni2N

X

ptik2PTi(zj
l

)

yik + (H �Capt(z
j

l )) + (H � Capb(z
j

l ))

� Dj ; 8ecj 2 EC; 8z
j
l 2 Zj: (3)

The reason of subtraction Capt(z
j
l ) from H is to prevent that

the left hand side of the inequality becomes negative. Conse-
quently, the MCNAP is formulated with the 0-1 ILP as shown
below.

[ The 0-1 ILP Formulation of the MCNAP ]

minimize : AD =
kX

j=1

Dj

subject to :
miX

k=1

yjik = 1; 8ni 2 N

X

ni2N

X

ptik which passes vxj
l

yik � 1; 8rj8vx
j

l



X

ni2N

X

ptik2PTi(zj
l

)

yik + (H � Capt(z
j

l
))

+(H � Capb(z
j

l
)) � Dj ;

8ecj 2 EC; 8z
j

l
2 Zj ;

C. Over-the-Cell Routing Considering Obstacles (Phase 2)

In phase 2, we update a set Nj = fn1; n2; � � � ; nqjg of nets
for the OTC routing from the net set of the extended channel
ecj . We can solve the OTC routing problem, which generates
over-the-cell routing patterns to minimize the extended chan-
nel density Dj, by treating independently each extended chan-
nel ecj. Therefore, we only discuss the OTC routing of an ex-
tended channel ecj in the following.

1. The Horizontal Constraint Graphs (HCGs)

Before describing the details of the phase 2, we de-
fine the Horizontal Constraint Graphs (HCGs) Gs

j
(tk) =

(V s

j
(tk); Es

j
(tk)) (s = t; b) used in the algorithm. Given a

net set of a ecj, Nj = fn1; n2; � � � ; nqjg, and the correspond-
ing segment set Segj = fseg1; seg2; � � � ; segqjg, the horizon-
tal constraint graphs are constructed at each track tk of a top
and bottom cell rows in an extended channel ecj and is de-
fined Gt

j
(tk) and Gb

j
(tk), respectively. The horizontal con-

straint graphs Gs

j
(tk)(s = t; b) for a track tk 2 Tj on an OTC

region are directed weighted graphs. Vertices vi 2 V t

j
(tk) in

Gt

j
(tk) (resp. vi 2 V b

j
(tk) in Gb

j
(tk)) consist of a segment set

Segj(tk) � Segj where a segment in Segj(tk) can be H-V
routable at the track tk on an OTC region of the cell row rj+1

(resp. rj). A directed edge eim = (vi; vm) 2 Es

j
(tk)(s = t; b)

is inserted from a vertex vi to a vertex vm iff the two ver-
tices vi; vm 2 V s

j
(tk) corresponding to the segments segi,

segm 2 Segj(tk) satisfy the conditions that horizontal seg-
ments segi and segm don’t overlap each other and satisfy the
condition r(segi) < l(segm). Figure 4 shows an example of
Gt

j
(tk). The horizontal constraint graph Gt

j
(tk) in Figure 4 is

constructed for a track tk on the upper cell row rj+1. Since
the set of vertices V jt(tk) in Gt

j
(tk) consists of the nets that

can be routed at the track tk on the OTC region of the cell row
rj+1, that is, the segments seg1; seg2; � � � ; seg6 are selected in
the example. For the directed edge, since the segments seg1

and seg2 overlap each other, the directed edge e12 = (v1; v2)
is not inserted between v1 and v2. On the other hand, the
segments seg1 and seg3 do not overlap each other and satisfy
r(seg1) < l(seg3), then the directed edge e13 = (v1; v3) is
inserted from v1 to v3.

Next, we define the weights of the vertex vi for the horizontal
constraint graph Gs

j
(tk)(s = t; b). The phase 2 consists of two

stages, and the horizontal constraint graph Gs

j
(tk) is employed

for each stage. We define the weight of a vertex vi in stages 1
and 2 asw(vi). The weightw(vi) corresponding to the segment
segi is defined in the following expression.

w(vi) = �� max
l(segi )�x�r(segi)

dj(x)
Dj

+x length(segi); (4)

rj
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Fig. 4. The horizontal constraint graph Gt
j(tk).
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Fig. 5. Definition of an unrouted interval and a subsegment.

where � is a constant. In our experiment, we set � = 30. From
the definition of this weight, a segment segi with a bigger value
w(vi) is more effective to reduce the extended channel density
Dj and easier to be selected as an OTC routing net.

2. An Over-the-Cell Routing Algorithm

The proposed algorithm consists of two stages. In stage 1,
a segment segi of a net ni 2 Nj, which contributes to reduce
the extended channel density Dj , is routed on the OTC region.
In order to utilize the OTC regions which are not used for rout-
ing of stage 1, in stage 2, a segment segk of a net nk 2 Nj

which could not be routed in stage 1 is divided into subseg-
ments. And then the subsegments are routed in unrouted in-
terval on the OTC region. An unrouted interval is an interval
that is not be used for routing at a track tk on an OTC region
(Figure 5). For example in Figure 5, the segment seg1 and the
segment seg2 are routed at the track tk, but the center region of
the track tk isn’t used for routing. But the segment seg3 can not
be routed in the unrouted interval without dividing it. Dividing
the segment seg3 to two sub-segments, the right subsegment
can be routable at the track tk. This dividing procedure can be
applied to the segment satisfying the condition that a subseg-
ment can be routed at the track tk on the OTC region.

The proposed algorithm selects OTC routing nets from find-
ing the path path(tk) that has the maximum total weight on
Gs

j
(tk)(s = t; b) for stages 1 and 2. The total weight of vertices



in a path path(tk) on Gs
j(tk) is denoted by,

w(path(tk)) =
X

vi2path(tk)

w(vi): (5)

Finding the path path(tk) with the maximum total weights on
Gs
j(tk) means to find a set of nets that do not overlap each other

and that reduce an extended channel density Dj. The detailed
description of the proposed algorithm of phase 2 is as follows.

[ Phase 2: Over-the-Cell Routing Algorithm ]
(Stage 1)
Step1: Set the starting tracks, btj and ttj at cell rows rj

and rj+1 to btj = H � max1�xj�L cap
t
j(xj); ttj+1 =

max1�xj+1�L cap
b
j+1(xj+1); respectively;

Step2: Calculate the weightw(vi) ofGt
j(ttj+1) andGb

j(btj) for
a segment segi 2 Segj of net set Nj, which can be routed
at a track btj and ttj+1 on an OTC region, respectively;

Step3: Construct graphs Gb
j(btj) and Gt

j(ttj+1), and find the
paths path(btj) and path(ttj+1) that have the maximum
total weights, respectively;

Step4: If w(path(btj)) > w(path(ttj+1)), then assign a set
of segments on path(btj) at the track btj;
Otherwise, assign a set of segments on path(ttj+1) at the
track ttj+1;

(Stage 2)
Step5: Perform the following Steps5.1 - 5.4 to unrouted inter-

vals at the track st = fbtj or ttj+1g on the selected cell
row from the leftmost positioned unrouted interval to the
rightmost positioned unrouted interval;
Step5.1: Divide segments into subsegments to be routed

on the current track st of the OTC region and calcu-
late the weight w(vi) for a subsegment segi that can
be routed within an unrouted interval;

Step5.2: Construct the graphs Gs
j(st)(s = t; b) and find

the path path(st) with the maximum total weight;
Step5.3: Route subsegments of nets in the path path(st)

on the OTC region within the unrouted interval;
Step5.4: If this process has been performed for all un-

routed intervals at the track st, then go to Step6;
Otherwise, go to Step5.1 to perform the next un-
routed intervals;

Step6: If btj = H; ttj+1 = 0, then terminate;
Otherwise, if a cell row rj was selected in Step4, then
btj  btj � 1 and go to Step2, else ttj+1  ttj+1 � 1
and go to Step2; 2

Next, we analyze the time complexity of the OTC routing al-
gorithm described above. Let jNjj be the number of nets routed
within the channel and H be the height of the cell row. In the
OTC routing algorithm, the time complexity to construct the
HCG and to find a path for each track is O(jNjj

2). This pro-
cess is performed for the H tracks of the cell row. Therefore,
the time complexity is O(H � jNj j

2).
Figure 6 shows an example for an execution of the OTC rout-

ing algorithm. In this example, the OTC routing pattern of a
cell row rj is considered. Segments under the cell row in Fig-
ure 6 show the net set Nj . Figure 6 (a) shows an input of the
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Fig. 6. An example of the OTC routing algorithm.

TABLE II
Experimental Data.

Data #Nets #Columns #Rows
PRIMARY 1266 477 19

mult16 1920 2086 14
struct 1920 1270 22

primarySC1 1266 646 28

OTC routing. It is assumed that the location with a column x

and a track t is denoted by (x; t) and that a horizontal interval
between (x; t) and (x0; t) is denoted by [x; x0]t. The algorithm
is performed from the track 4 far from the channel. In Figure 6
(b), the segments seg2 and seg3 are selected as the candidates
for the OTC routing net. In this example, the segment seg2

is selected as an OTC routing net and routed by using on M3
layer of the OTC. Furthermore, since the right terminal of the
segment seg3 is within the unrouted interval [8;11]4. The seg-
ment seg3 is divided into sub-segments seg3; seg

0
3 on the track

4. Then the segment seg03 is routed from the right terminal to
the point (8;4) where the segment seg03 doesn’t intersect the
segment seg2 within the unrouted interval [8;11]4. The right
terminal position of the segment seg3 is newly defined as (8;4),
which is the location of the column at which no terminal ex-
ist. From this operation, the horizontal length of the segment
seg3, x length(seg3) is changed from x length(seg3) = 5 into
x length(seg3) = 2. Similarly, in Figure 6(c), the algorithm is
performed for the next track 3. However, in this case, since no
net is selected in stage 2, only stage 1 is performed. Note that
the candidates to be routed at this track 3 for the OTC routing
net are not only the the segments seg1 and seg4 but also the seg-
ment seg3. Similarly, the algorithm is performed as shown in
Figures 6(d) and (e). When the algorithm has been performed
for all tracks on the OTC region, the OTC routing algorithm
has been finished.



TABLE III
Experimental results for conventional methods.

Data D
P

TCR
P

Tpro:
#TracksP

TPR %RTPR

P
THV %RTHV

P
TCC %RTCC

mult16 188 99 40 52 23.1 58 31.0 53 24.5
struct 284 153 66 95 30.2 88 25.0 89 25.8

primarySC1 419 221 74 127 41.7 107 15.7 120 38.3

IV Experimental Results

We have implemented the proposed algorithm described in
Section III on a SUN SPARCserver 1000 (135MIPS) in C pro-
gramming language. Table II shows experimental data. We
used the PRIMARY benchmark in Ref. [21], and the MCNC
benchmarks of mult16, struct, and primarySC1. The place-
ment and the global routing of the MCNC benchmarks were
obtained from TimberWolfSC4.2c [18] and GLORIA [15], re-
spectively. In benchmarks shown in Table II, terminals are
placed at the boundary of a cell row and equi-potential ter-
minals are on the vertical column, and hence the cell model
is different from the proposed cell model. For the proposed
algorithm, we transformed these data of the conventional cell
model to the proposed cell model by randomly assigning track
numbers of terminals and placing obstacles without changing
column numbers of terminals(Figure 7). For the benchmark
in Ref. [21], track numbers of terminals are randomly gener-
ated from the track t1 to the track t6 without changing original
column number of terminals Capacities on the OTC region set
to 6. Obstacles are placed at positions satisfying the condition
that terminals can be routed by the routing patterns obtained
from the global routing. For these experimental data, we have
performed various experiments to make sure of the effective-
ness of the proposed cell model and method. For phase 1 of the
proposed algorithm, we have used the lp solve1.5 [2] as the 0-1
ILP package.

In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed cell model,
we firstly have compared four conventional methods with the
proposed method, in which the multi-channel net assignment
of phase 1 does not not apply. The four conventional meth-
ods are (1) channel routing method for the BTM (CR) [5], (2)
planar routing method for the BTM (PR) [7], (3) H-V rout-
ing method for the BTM (HV) [19] and (4) Ref.[16]’s routing
method for the CCM (CC) [16]. Table III shows the compara-
tive results for conventional routing methods. In Table III, D
denotes the original channel density with two layers.

P
Tpro:

denotes the total number of tracks in the proposed method.
Similarly,

P
TCR;

P
TPR;

P
THV ; and

P
TCC are defined

as the total number of tracks for each routing method, respec-
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Fig. 7. Transformation of terminal positions.

TABLE IV
Experimental result for primarySC1 with H-V routing

method.

channel D TCR THV Tpro: diff
1 16 8 5 1 4
2 10 5 2 0 2
3 9 5 3 0 3
4 11 6 3 1 2
5 9 5 2 1 1
6 12 6 3 2 1
7 10 6 2 1 1
8 14 7 3 2 1
9 17 9 6 2 4
10 15 8 3 2 1
11 23 12 8 3 5
12 19 10 5 3 2
13 19 10 5 3 2
14 22 11 5 4 1
15 21 11 6 2 4
16 16 9 5 3 2
17 17 9 5 2 3
18 21 11 7 3 4
19 16 8 4 2 2
20 19 10 5 3 2
21 21 11 5 2 3
22 12 7 3 2 1
23 17 9 4 1 3
24 13 7 3 1 2
25 14 7 2 1 1
26 17 9 3 1 2
27 9 5 0 0 0

Total 419 221 107 48 59

tively. %RTPR , %RTHV , and %RTCC denote the improvement
ratio of the proposed method to each routing method, respec-
tively. From the results of Table III, the proposed method can
route nets in a number of tracks of 41.7% in maximum better
than the PR for the BTM, and we can show the effectiveness of
the proposed cell model and routing method.

Next, in order to show the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we compared the proposed method with the H-V rout-
ing method for the BTM. In this case, we apply the multi-
channel net assignment of phase 1. Table IV shows the exper-
imental results. In Table IV, diff denotes diff = THV � Tpro:.
The conventional routing method in Table IV is to perform H-
V routing on the OTC region with allowing vias for the BTM.
Then, the OTC routing capacities on M2 and M3 layers are uni-
form, i.e., 6. From the results of Table IV, the proposed method
can route nets in a total number of tracks of 55.1% better than
the HV for the BTM.

Finally, we have compared the proposed method with the
CTM routing method (CTMR) for the CTM in Ref. [21]. Table
V shows the experimental results after the OTC routing. The
experimental results of the CTM routing method are referred
from Ref. [21]. We also compared with the planar and H-V
routings. From the results of Table V, the number of tracks
of the proposed method are locally bigger than the number of
tracks of the CTM routing method. For example, in the channel



TABLE V
Experimental results for PRIMARY with conventional

methods.

channel D TCR TPR THV TCTMR Tpro:

1 11 6 3 0 3 4
2 16 9 6 4 6 4
3 21 11 7 7 8 5
4 24 15 9 9 10 9
5 20 11 9 8 8 6
6 23 12 8 8 10 9
7 22 14 7 6 7 7
8 21 16 8 7 9 7
9 21 13 5 6 7 7

10 14 8 6 6 7 5
11 16 12 4 4 6 4
12 14 8 5 4 5 3
13 13 8 4 4 4 2
14 13 7 4 3 4 3
15 10 6 3 3 3 2
16 11 6 3 2 3 2
17 13 7 4 3 3 3
18 6 3 1 0 1 1

Total 289 172 95 84 104 83

TABLE VI
Improvement Ratio of the proposed method to

conventional methods.

%RCR %RTPR %RTHV %RTCTMR
51.7 12.6 1.2 20.2

number 1, the number of tracks of the proposed method are one
more than the number of tracks of the CTM routing method.
However, when we consider the total number of tracks in all
channels, the total number of tracks of the proposed method
are much smaller than the total number of tracks of the CTM
routing method. Therefore, the proposed method utilizes OTCs
of all cell rows more effectively than the CTM routing method.
Table VI shows improvement ratio of the proposed method to
the conventional methods. The proposed method can route nets
in a number of tracks of 51.7% better than the CR for the BTM,
12.6% better than the PR for the BTM, 1.2% better than the
HV for the BTM, and 20.2% better than the CCMR for the
CTM, respectively. Therefore, we can conclude that the pro-
posed method is effective in reducing the chip area.

V Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced a new three-layer standard
cell model in which terminals and obstacles are placed arbi-
trarily on M2 layer, and proposed an associated over-the-cell
multi-channel routing algorithm considering terminal positions
and vacant columns. In the proposed cell model, since termi-
nals need not to be aligned and obstacles can be placed arbi-
trarily on M2 layer of a cell row, a routing region on M1 layer
for an intra-cell connection is reduced. Therefore, the chip size
with the proposed cell model has decreased. The proposed al-
gorithm selects the most effective routing pattern from some
routing patterns obtained by utilizing a vacant column of a cell
row. Since the routing pattern is routed with not only an en-
tire segment but also a part of a segment, the proposed algo-
rithm can utilize an over-the-cell region effectively. We have
performed experiments on benchmarks for this cell model. Ex-
perimental results show that the proposed cell model and algo-
rithm are both effective in reducing the chip area.
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